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In particular, the baroque emotionality of press photos, especially those which glamorised her baldness the
result of failed chemotherapy , challenges the sequestration thesis. Reactions were complex, with criticism of
her public dying mixed with criticism of reality television in general, together with class prejudice. For many
millions of people, whether they liked it or not, her bald head, deep dimples and increasingly distressed
expression became as familiar as their own thumbs. This article analyses the very public dying from cancer in
early of twenty seven year old British reality show contestant and celebrity Jade Goody; the story of her dying,
visual images of her dying body , and the meanings she gave to her dying were all made very public. Does the
unprecedented scale of media coverage of her dying, along with the by no means entirely negative reactions to
it, challenge the sequestration thesis? To answer this, the article examines the scale and intensity of the
coverage, and some reactions to it. More detailed analysis of the content of the media coverage is provided in
another, hopefully forthcoming, article. Her dying is by far the most public in Britain in my lifetime. The first
half of thus inverted certain understandings of reality and fantasy. Hitherto, the more upmarket news media
portrayed economics and politics as the real world, in contrast to the fabrication and shallowness of television
game shows and reality shows and the fantasy world of celebrities. But now the world seemed upside down. It
turned out that bankers and borrowers had been living in a fantasy world, as had British MPs. Meanwhile, an
ill-educated, brash young working class woman was reminding all Britain of one basic reality: This may not,
of course, have entailed a reversal for the redtops whose daily offerings routinely prioritise love and death
over economics and politics, but even the broadsheets eventually had to comment on the Jade phenomenon.
The sequestration thesis 2. Without delving into all aspects of the thesis, in this article I extract three elements:
In other words, dying is hidden, and its meaning privatised. The dying are removed not only from society into
hospitals and nursing homes, but even within those settings into side wards and rooms away from other
patients and residents Hockey ; Komaromy Bereaved individuals no longer wear black armbands, mourning
clothes or recognisable mourning jewellery, so are invisible Barratt Inquests no longer take place in inns
Burney , and in the UK crematoria are not visible from public highways, contrasting with some of the more
spectacular Victorian cemeteries that were visible from afar as a memento mori Curl There are exceptions,
not least among religious and ethnic minorities, but the overall picture of hidden death is recognisable.
Blauner argued that most members of advanced industrial societies die in old age, having fulfilled their major
responsibilities in work and childrearing, so do not leave so much of a social and economic gap. They may,
however, be deeply mourned by spouse or children who have accumulated many decades in which to develop
intimacy with the now deceased. Death and loss have therefore ceased to hold significance for society, their
meaning becoming increasingly private. At the same time, Mellor and Shilling point out that late modern
individuals cannot find meaning under the traditional sacred canopy that Berger argued had been provided by
religion and other authorities; rather they must find meaning for themselves, in dying as in living. Death is
therefore absent in public, but all too present in private. Sequestration and the mass media 3. Death, disaster,
murder, and mourning are staple diets of both upmarket and downmarket mass media. A high percentage of
stories and pictures on the front pages of British newspapers concern death Walter et al , while death is
pervasive in American television drama McIlwain If, outside the media, conversational norms inhibit
expressions of sorrow or grief Elias People in the national news die of murder, accident, suicide, disaster, and
war. The media typically deal in death at a distance, not the deaths audiences in advanced industrial societies
are themselves likely to face. Newspaper and magazine articles about common life threatening conditions are
legion. Art photographic exhibitions of the dying body may be accessed in person or through the internet.
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Bingley et al show that pathographies by those facing death, as a genre, date from the s, and that the vast
majority are written by people with cancer; Bingley et al explain this focus on cancer not in terms of audience
demand but in terms of the specific experience and practicalities of this disease compared to, say, heart
disease, stroke or dementia. Whatever the reasons, it is cancer that dying people write about, and audiences
seem not to tire of their pathographies; Jade therefore wrote for an established market in which a deadly
disease, cancer, is widely portrayed. Dixon-Woods et al have questioned the relationship between media
representations of cancer and how families themselves describe the experience of cancer. What makes the
Goody pathographies unusual is her being given the cancer diagnosis while appearing on a reality TV show,
and the relentless publicising of the details of her final weeks; the latter is the focus of this article. News media
highlight the mass mourning after famous deaths. Also, funerals are becoming more personal, celebrating and
enhancing memories of the deceased Garces-Foley and Holcomb All this links with pre-occupations with
memory and Giddens the reflexive self, both inside and outside the academy. But if late modern people and
their media are comfortable with memory, they seem less comfortable with the materiality of dying and dead
bodies. Lawton observed that even hospices, devoted to breaking taboos about death, find problematic the
smelly, suppurating and fungating tumours that are the unwelcome lot of some patients. Physical rot and decay
offend civilised sensibilities Elias , possibly all sensibilities Miller What was truly remarkable were the
day-by-day front page pictures of her dying body, the headlines of her physical and mental anguish, the stories
of her being dashed to hospital for emergency pain-relieving operations or of her begging to be let home to
die. Here were stories and pictures, hard to avoid, of how a young working class woman experienced dying of
cancer. This was new, and for sequestration theorists as for many commentators, unexpected. The private had
become public. Finally, the article asks whether reality television and celebrity culture have radically
reconfigured the relation of private and public, and what implications there might be for the sequestration of
dying. Might the dying of a celebrity provide a frisson of excitement that guarantees high audience ratings but
does not actually challenge everyday dying? Scale and directness of media coverage 4. While most contestants
become at best ephemeral, dispensable celebrities Collins , what Rojek terms celetoids, Jade - though not
winning the show - was more successful than any other British reality show contestant in turning her
new-found fame into a media career, launching her own profitable perfume line and writing a best selling
autobiography Goody a. Her receiving the news is still viewable on YouTube After a number of treatments, it
was confirmed on 4 February that the cancer was terminal; she married Jack Tweed on 22 February, she and
her two young sons were christened on 7 March, and she died on 22 March. Many twists kept the story going:
Being herself, in public, was her trade. Third, she wanted to encourage women to have cervical cancer smear
tests. To these ends, she hired controversial publicist Max Clifford to manage the media coverage of her
dying, and she published her own pathography, a diary covering the seven months from first diagnosis to a
week before her death Goody b. Whereas audiences had to choose whether or not to read or watch previous
pathographies, redtop readers in early had no such choice. Not only was it on the front page, often it was the
only item on the front page, comprising headline and colour photo and a few lines of text. Jade chose to go
public not only about her cancer and its treatment, but also about the final weeks of her dying. She called a
spade a spade; some vilified her rudeness and ignorance, others loved her lack of guile and honesty about the
realities of class in modern Britain. Her verbal attack on Bollywood star Shilpa Shetty, widely reported as
racist, may have had more to do with social class and her desire to expose and strip away what she saw as
hypocrisy and pseudo refinement, a desire she then in applied to dying. Reality TV and dying. Such shows
thrive on participants who, like Jade, are direct and confrontational. This differentiated her from most
celebrities, especially those who achieve celebrity through talent, who strive to maintain a private self behind
the public persona. No such questions were asked about Jade; there was no mystery about her; little remained
private. Jade wore her heart firmly on her sleeve in a way no-one else, especially those in the public eye,
would dare. This underlies some of the criticism directed at the programme. Apprenticed through and
subsequently making a living out of reality shows, Jade had created an identity out of making her private
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world public; she therefore was not averse to going public about the normally private business of dying. Early
fly on the wall documentaries, such as Candid Camera from and then full length treatments of private life such
as An American Family USA, and The Family UK, , purported to film reality as it was already happening
within streets and homes. Later came the so-called reality show, in which participants were filmed in an
artificial situation such as the Big Brother house, a situation viewers know is a staged unreality and which they
enjoy as such. It was from this unreal real world that Jade emanated, yet her dying was really real; reality
television thrives on unanticipated, unscripted moments of high emotion Couldry As one blogger commented
the day she died: The joke about reality TV was it made everything so unreal; yet this cancer was real, and
spreading fast. Viewers had difficulty getting their heads round that. By contrast, in baroque painting the
colourful, often fleshy, main figure or figures fill the scene, sometimes looking straight at the viewer,
sometimes seemingly tumbling out of the front of the picture and mocking any idea of frame Gombrich In
pictures, Jade is, as it were, in your face - reflecting her original Big Brother representation as brash, loud, in
your face. This tabloid picture genre confirms her media personality; the pictorial Jade cannot be ignored, not
even by browsers in the newsagents who have no intention of buying a redtop. At her two last public and
extensively photographed performances, her wedding to Jack Tweed and the christening in a hospital chapel
of herself and her two children, she chose not cover her bald head. Bald photographs adorn both the cover and
inside pages of the glossy wedding and christening issues of OK! March 10th, 17th and of the tabloids. At a
pre-wedding photoshoot, she got her bridesmaids to cover their heads with swimming caps, imitating her
baldness News of the World, Feburary 22nd, p. On the one hand, much of the time she does not look very ill.
On the other hand, she chose to reveal her chemotherapied bald head. Hair loss - sign of the ravages of cancer
treatment known by the time of her wedding to be unsuccessful - is usually hidden by cancer patients under
wigs, hats and headscarves. Some pictures of Jade, especially before her terminal diagnosis, reveal a covered
head, but she then abandoned this for her most public performances. At wedding and christening, the bald
headed, wedding-gowned or hospital-gowned Jade is depicted holding her two young children or kissing
husband Jack ; a sign of death counterposed by signs of youth, vitality and love. Davies has observed that,
when a famous person dies, the picture splashed all over the media rarely depicts their deathbed or old age, but
shows them at the height of their powers. Not everyone approved of this. The sequestration thesis would
predict outrage. Tons also, from the general public some of who agreed with her. It is sad that we have an
appetite for this type of show. And she exited this world with a nicely turned flourish. Her detractors stink of
envy. God bless the young lady. Some found the public exposure of her dying distasteful: Maybe Guardian
readers are more likely than Telegraph readers to have taken sociology or media studies courses, and hence
cynical of the media? Some, though, were disturbed by the critical comments: But clearly they were sickened
by Jade and her media.
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He has been a faculty member there since and served as Department Chair from to His research appointments
include Visiting Scientist at the U. He was a participant in the U. He was also the founder of Deviant Behavior
and served as Editor-in-Chief of that journal from to He continues to serve as Chair of the Editorial Policy
Board for the journal. He was editor of the Southern Sociologist He has served as a member of the editorial
board of Criminology , Associate Editor of Sociological Forum , Associate Editor of Sociological Spectrum ,
member of the Board of Advisory Editors of Sociological Inquiry and also Associate Editor of that journal
Selected Readings for the College Scene. He received his B. Wood and John B. Williamson Dealing With
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In Canada hospital beds have been reduced in number, and there is increased fiscal pressure for patients with
advanced terminal illness to be cared for in their own homes until death.

Bibliographic record and links to related information available from the Library of Congress catalog. Contents
data are machine generated based on pre-publication information provided by the publisher. Contents may
have variations from the printed book or be incomplete or contain other coding. Wood and John B.
Williamson Dealing With Death: Western Philosophical Strategies Michael R. Durkin The Death Awareness
Movement: Description, History, and Analysis Kenneth J. Bringing the Dead Back Charles F. Emmons The
Malevolent "Undead": Cross-Cultural Perspectives Keith P. Peck "Full Military Honors": Wolfe and Clifton
D. Bryant Symbolic Immortality and Social Theory: Lamb Global Mortality Rates: Miscarriages, Stillbirths,
and Abortions Jack P. Corr and Donna M. Hansson Dying as Deviance: Leming Dying in a Total Institution:
Glamser and Donald A. Kovacs and David P. Death and the U. Bartone, and Thomas A. Sewell, and Russell
B. Reid Death and Community Responses: Comfort, Community, and Culture William J. MacLean and Joyce
E. Davies Body Recycling Kelly A. Joyce and John B. Williamson The Iceman Cometh: Bryant and William
E. Snizek Disposing of the Dead: Minor Modes DeAnn K. Chadoir, and Rhonda D. Neimeyer and Louis A.
Rosenfeld, and Stephen J. Wrongful Death Thomas J. Bryant and Donald J. Prospects and Prognosis Clifton
D. Death Social aspects, Thanatology.
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"More than scholars contributed to this carefully researched, well-organized, informative, and multi-disciplinary source
on death studies. Volume 1, "The Presence of Death," examines the cultural, historical, and societal frameworks of
death, such as the universal fear of death, spirituality and varioius religions, the legal definition of death, suicide, and
capital punishment.

Bryant and Donald J. Prospects and Prognosis Clifton D. Bryant, Charles Edgley, Michael R. Peck, and Kent
L. My first encounter with death occurred 63 years ago, when my beloved dog Scrappy was killed by a truck
in front of my home. Scrappy was more than a dog, he was my pal. My grief was painful. The death of my dog
and the later demises of other pets over time were traumatic experiences. With the help of playmates, I created
a pet cemetery for deceased pets and other dead creatures that we found, and that served to foster notions of
confronting death collectively and of ritualistic obligations to the dead. My interest in death had become more
than casual. One of my classmates in the third grade was the son of a mortician, and he often brought
tombstone catalogs to school. I befriended him, and he let me look at the catalogs. They were imposing, with
protective pages of tissue paper between the compelling photogravure pages of tombstone illustrations. I was
fascinated by the images of marble and granite markers, and I remember them vividly even today. The
occasional deaths and subsequent funerals of family friends and distant relatives introduced me to human
death. Early in my primary school years, my grandparents, over the objections of my parents, took me to the
funeral of a family friend who had died. My parents were of the death-denial generation; they believed that
children should be shielded from death and that the funeral experience would traumatize me. I found the
funeral experience, including viewing the body, to be informative and insight inspiring rather than traumatic.
Like many individuals of my generation, I did not experience death in my immediate family until adulthood.
However, while I was in high school the accidental deaths of several schoolmates gave death a very realistic
presence for me. Growing up during World War II gave me an even more sobering perspective on death, with
the large numbers of combat deaths sustained by the U. Family friends and neighbors received telegrams
telling them of the deaths of sons or husbands with dreadful frequency. The ultimate tally of dead from the
war, on both sides, especially as a result of massive bombing attacks such as those on German cities and the
atomic bombing attacks on Hiroshima and Nagasaki, demonstrated megadeath of almost unfathomable
proportions. My intellectual interest in death, however, was not piqued until I was in college. After college, a
tour of duty in the army as a military police officer provided me with training in the investigation of violent
death, such as murder, and an assignment as company commander of a military police detachment making me
the de facto chief of police at Camp Rucker, Alabama, gave me some firsthand exposure to violent deaths
from automobile and airplane wrecks as well as suicides. Early in my graduate school training, I encountered
an article in a sociological journal that seized my attention. In , William A. Faunce and Robert L. Suddenly, I
and some fellow graduate students realized that death and dying are proper topics for scholarly investigation.
By the time I had finished my graduate work, my scholarly inclinations led me to study and teach the
sociology of work and occupations as a major specialty. But the study of work encompasses the study of
death-related work, among other types of vocational endeavors. In , as a new department head at Western
Kentucky University, I inaugurated a new professional journal titled Sociological Symposium. As the name
implies, each issue was to be a theme issue. The first issue of the journal was devoted entirely to the study of
death and dying. It was very well received. Later in my career, when I came to Virginia Tech University, I had
developed a more focused interest in the study of death and dying, and over a period of several years, I
authored or coauthored a number of papers and articles on such topics as cryonics, last wills and testaments,
taxidermy as a thanatological art form, thanatological crime, and symbolic communication between the living
and the dead. The exploration of death and dying has come to occupy a place of significant centrality in my
scholarly agenda, and I have addressed various death-related topicsâ€”such as military combat death and
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executionâ€”in some of my books and articles. A number of extended trips to various countries in Southeast
Asia including living in two such countries, the Philippines and Taiwan, on visiting teaching appointments
afforded me opportunities to observe and study death in other cultures. I arrived in Taiwan during Ghost
Month, observed funerals and cemetery behavior, and conducted a detailed study of geomancers feng shui
practitioners who select grave sites for deceased persons. In the late s, I founded the journal Deviant Behavior,
for which I served as editor in chief for 13 years. During that time, the journal published many articles that
addressed various types of death, including murder, suicide, and execution. As I reached middle age, death
began to take its inevitable toll on my family and friends. Within a few short years, I lost my grandfather and
grandmother, two maternal uncles, and, in , my father, who died unexpectedly after surgery. Within this
general time period my wife lost her grandfather, her father and mother, and her older brother. In recent years,
a number of my old friends, dating back to high school, have passed away, as have numerous professional
colleagues. Even several of my former students have died. As we age, death ceases to be a stranger and
increasingly intrudes in our lives. A few years ago, I served as editor in chief of the fourvolume reference
work The Encyclopedia of Criminology and Deviant Behavior. My involvement in the development of that
work led me to the belief that a new reference compendium in the area of thanatology would be both timely
and useful to scholars. I also felt that, rather than an encyclopedia of short and concise entries, this
compendium should take the form of a collection of detailed and comprehensive essays that provide suitably
informative contexts for the topics being discussed. This two-volume handbook is the result of that inspiration.
This effort has consumed the better part of 2 years and is the product of a sizable group undertaking. In this
regard, a number of individuals have played signal roles, and they must be recognized and acknowledged. Rolf
Janke at Sage Publications shared my original vision for the development of this compendium and greatly
facilitated the process of review and contractual acceptance of the handbook as a Sage publishing project.
Much appreciation goes to Rolf for adding the handbook to the Sage agenda. Many thanks go to Sara for her
efforts. The copy editors for this project, Judy Selhorst and Linda Gray, have done an outstanding job in
smoothing out the lumps and bumps in the chapters, as well as polishing and perfecting the narratives
presented. The entries reflect their careful attention to detail, and I am most appreciative of their fine efforts.
Diana Axelsen has served as the production editor for the handbook and has been its guiding hand as it has
moved through the final stages toward publication. She has energetically pushed the project along on schedule
and has creatively ensured a finished product that is attractive in design, nicely crafted in format, and
impressive in appearance. My gratitude and thanks go to Diana for producing such an excellent set of books.
My four associate editorsâ€”Charles Edgley, Michael Leming, Dennis Peck, and Kent Sandstromâ€”all signed
on early, when the handbook was barely out of its conceptualization stage, and contributed to the final plan
for, and outline of, the work, thereby lending their names and good offices to the effort. Once the project was
under development, they served above and beyond the call of duty, reviewing, editing, and guiding the entry
manuscripts to perfection, through multiple revisions in some instances. It was challenging and labor-intensive
work, but they accomplished the task with professional aplomb, making no complaints or excuses while
maintaining a cheerful mien in the face of my ongoing exhortations to accelerate their editing pace. The result
is a set of outstanding essays that are interesting, informative, and insightful. I owe these colleagues a
commodious supply of gratitude for their splendid effort. My assistant editor, Watson Rogers, did unstinting
duty in all sorts of capacitiesâ€”library researcher, computer technician and consultant, editor, author, and
chief cook and bottle washer, to mention but some of his many roles. His contribution to the project was very
significant, and I thank him for his tireless and creative efforts. The more than contributing authors are to be
especially commended for producing such fine essays in the face of very pressing time constraints. Their work
invariably exceeded my expectations and forms a comprehensive body of thanatological knowledge that will
serve scholars in the field for years to come. Brenda Husser provided valuable computer and word-processing
information and advice. Lou Henderson assisted with the computer processing of manuscripts. Barbara
Townley typed some of the manuscripts and helped format some of the graphics that accompanied them. I
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thank them all for their invaluable services. Diane Hawk expended much time and effort in typing
manuscripts, developing graphics, printing out finished entries, and discharging a wide array of clerical
responsibilities in connection with the project. I am very much indebted to her for her extraordinarily helpful
assistance. She accomplished all of this within the context of a grueling work agenda and a very demanding
time schedule, all the while maintaining a cheerful composure and an optimistic and encouraging outlook. In
this regard, she very much served as a role model for me on the project. She made an enormous contribution to
the handbook, and I am extraordinarily indebted to her and owe her much love and affection in repayment.
Demographic trends portend a much-increased proportion of aged individuals in the U. Technological
innovations such as organ transplants and life-support systems enhance the possibility of significantly
extending life expectancy, but they also raise serious sociolegal and ethical questions concerning even the very
definition of death itself. The corrosion of traditional religious beliefs and values, and the concomitant
eschatological scenarios that they generate, renders more traumatic the prospect of death and the final
annihilation of self. Death constitutes crisis for society as well as for individuals and groups. Various patterns
of behavior and social processes have been institutionalized as coping and response mechanisms for
confronting the crisis of death. Death has social consequences for the larger social enterprise as well as for
immediate survivors, and societal perceptions of, and ideological posture toward, death have a major influence
on culture and social structure. Death is component to the process of life, in that dying is a social as well as a
physiological phenomenon. The particular patterns of death and dying characteristic to a given society
engender modal cultural responses, and such institutionalized behavior has familial, economic, educational,
religious, and political implications. Historically, death has been essentially a family matter, in that kin of the
deceased handled the details of processing the dead and death. Death, human and animal, is a ubiquitous event
in farming cultures and is assimilated into the fabric of social life and accepted as a matter of inevitability and
the natural order. In the United States, various events of the 19th century, such as the advent of arterial
embalming and increasing industrialization and urbanization, however, shifted the handling of death and the
dead out of the home and into the commercial sphere. The public took an interest in death, and books, articles
in periodicals, programs on television, and movies all provided material to satisfy public curiosity and
dialogue concerning the topic. The expansion and enhancement of the mass media again brought death into the
home, in the form of vivid accounts of homicide, disaster, war, plagues, executions, fatal accidents, and the
burdens and trials of prolonged death due to chronic disease attendant to terminal illness. Death as a topic
could not be denied or contained, and the body of public information about death grew and evolved into
scholarly study and research. Death studies beyond medical studies became constituent to a number of
academic disciplines, especially the behavioral sciences, such as sociology, anthropology, and psychology.
Other applied fields, including social work, counseling, law, family development, and law enforcement, began
to take a more expansive view of the social parameters of death. The literature of many disciplinary subfields
began increasingly to focus on death studies and expanded accordingly. Because the field of death studies is
multidisciplinary and subsumes a variety of specialty interests, the literature in this subdiscipline has
developed and proliferated in near exponential fashion. Multiple scholarly journals are devoted to the study of
death, and extensive lists of new books are published annually in the different constituent specialty areas. The
mass of research and theoretical information available has become almost intellectually unmanageable.
Chapter 9 : Handbook of Death and Dying (, Hardcover) | eBay
Vicki L. Lamb Global Mortality Rates: Variations and Their Consequences for the Experience of Dying Clive Seale of
Knowledge in the Field of Death, Dying, and.
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